
Helping manufacturers compete in today’s market

PLANNINGMANAGER

Planning and scheduling are major challenges for many organisations. The variables within the
processes can make or break a company. Unsatisfactory production planning leads to high operating
costs and a potential loss.

Planning Manager is a powerful, advanced planning and scheduling solution that empowers manufacturers to 
quickly create and share flexible and reliable production plans. It enables you to generate accurate schedules 
that take into account machine, personnel, tooling and inventory constraints. Manufacturers are able to balance 
material, capacity and shop floor schedules simultaneously to meet customer demands on time — and at the 
lowest possible costs. 

Making use of latest technologies, it features an intuitive visual planning board with extensive online views 
making it easy for you and your team to gain visibility over any stage of the process, from any device.

Satisfy your customers with agile planning...

“Planning Manager is a significant part of our new production planning process. 
This has been a great product for us and an excellent investment that maximises the productivity 

of our MS / MRP system.”
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FACTS

Planning Manager integrates with your ERP package, Workforce Manager and Factory Manager to provide you 
with a 360 view of your production. Planning Manager simplifies your production planning and scheduling, 
enabling you to create efficient job routings, manage materials availability and publish your plans online for full 
company-wide visibility. 

Planning Manager is one of LYNQ’s  3 innovative solutions, that work together seamlessly to help you compete 
in today’s market.

To find out how Planning Manager can increase your output and reduce your costs, 
contact us now at sales@thinklynq.com

Features

Integration

Flexible and simple to use
Accurate customer promise dates
Short delivery times
Quick start
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